CROSSWORD
Number One
By Byron Walden

ACROSS
1 Charles-Jean __ Vallee-Poussin
5 A la __
10 Unwanted e-mail
14 Certain line through the origin
15 Rust- ___ (spray paint brand)
16 James Bond villain
17 Mrs. Truman + North Pole worker + salves =
20 Book sizes between quarto and duodecimo
21 Suffix for auction
22 Stick out
23 Mal de ___ (sea sickness)
24 Austrian logician Georg, contemporary of Godel
26 Former Bush spokesman Fleischer
29 Ready to eat
31 What freelancers write on
32 Providers of thrust in some rockets
34 Nick Charles’s sleuthing wife
36 Leave alone
39 Scuba user + men + Ohio tribe =
41 San Antonio landmark
43 Fill-in worker
44 Continuing drama
45 Canyon edges
47 1970 hit for the Kinks
49 Creature of habit?
52 Bach’s “Mass ___ Minor”
54 Auburn’s home: abbr.
55 Sturgeon eggs
56 Home of Iowa’s Indian Hills Community College
60 Ford model + Acura model + 50 =
63 “___ Homo” (Bosch painting)
64 Linear algebra calculation
65 Carson’s successor
66 Place for a mower
67 More rational
68 Cube part

DOWN
1 “The Wonder Years” actress Olivia
2 Corporate biggie
3 Linked data structure
4 Indian state
5 Assignment to a graph
6 Landon and others
7 NSF-sponsored summer program
8 Stereo part
9 Roast hosts
10 “Star Wars”, more precisely
11 Certain linear transformation
12 Invalidate
13 Lion’s share
14 In any case
15 Scalar ___ product
24 Null spaces
25 Mystics
26 Slave of opera
27 Stir up
28 It may be conformal
30 Keats or Yeats
33 Round after the quarters
35 Prefix meaning “air”
37 Boyfriend

This is the first in a planned series of crossword puzzles with mathematical themes.
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